
Instructions for Parents

Step 2 - Log into your School Pathways account using your email and the password you
created during online registration. Click on the Assignments & Grades tab to get the view
shown below.

Step 1 - Parent PortalGo to , then choose (across the top in orangechoicescharter.org
lettering). Go to the blue box labeled and choose“Help your Student” >Log into Pathways

A

A - Information here is not completely up-to-date (See      below for best information)

B - Complete PE forms and Learning Logs here

C - See your student’s class schedule including teachers, classes, and time/days

D - Credits for your student will never show here. (We use the district system.)

E - Create an account here so that we can send you school-wide messages.

F - Update any personal information that changes (phone numbers, address, etc.)

G -You will to jump to another program (PLP - Personalizeduse this tab
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Learning Platform) that has the most up-to-date information about

how your student is performing. Use this tab daily, rather than
relying on        to check grades for your student!
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Using the PLP tab (      from the previous page) at the top of your Pathways
home page, you will jump into the program that holds all of your student’s
grades and work progress.

Parents/Guardians are expected to check student progress here on a
regular basis.

G

Once you jump to PLP ( ) you will see anPersonalized Learning Platform
overview of all of your student’s current classes and the current grades
he/she is earning in each class.

This view shows the most current work that has been completed and how
much time has been spent in the class during the .current week
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One of the most useful tools that a parent is provided by the PLP program is the

“ .”Assignment Details

When you click on a specific class from the “Overview” tab, the program will bring up the

details of every assignment a student has been given for that class.

A parent/guardian can see:
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The task

Score and grade received on that task

When the work was most recently accessed by the student

When the work was due

How many attempts were taken

Total time worked (in minutes)

Lesson weight - some tasks in the assignment are more important and will be

weighted more heavily than others. Make sure these are completed!

The information from the “ ” combined with what you will find onAssignment Details
the next page (“ ”) will give the observer a much more informed idea ofReport Card
how the student is doing in the class than just looking at what the current grade is.

Most Helpful Information for Observers:

Click on a specific class
to move to the next view

(shown below)

Click on a specific class
to move to the next view

(shown below)
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The second tab, “ ” shows:Report Card

If your student is behind or on track in a class

The current grade and percent earned in each class.

The number of hours spent studying so far in each class.

The number of unfinished tasks in the class.
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CAUTION - Be aware that this number be misleadingcan
because it might show a number of hours that is higher or
lower than what the student has actually spent on his/her
homework.

CAUTION

Why does this happen? - Time may have been spent on an
assignment outside of the PLP program (an essay or work
on another website) causing the number to be low, or a
student may have opened the PLP assignment and then
viewed something unrelated for a period of time causing the
number to be high.

!
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The “ ” tab shows time spent working on assignments for aDaily Activity
specific day and the number of lessons completed during that time period.

(As stated on the previous page, it is possible that the minutes listed
may reflect an amount of time that is greater than or less than what a
student actually worked.)

The default view shows work completed during the most current week.
Click “ ” for a drop down that gives the option toShow a different period
see work that was done earlier in the semester.
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At this time, the parent/guardian log in does not have access to the actual work that is
being assigned to a student. We hope to have this available to everyone soon, but until
that point, you can observe the assignments content from your student’s log in if desired.
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The student will select the link for the first
assignment and follow the prompts to complete
the work. The assignment will be given a score

and a green check once it is completed.

Students click on “ ” and will be brought to this view.Work on this course

Students can use this link to
message the class instructor.
Students can use this link to
message the class instructor.

Parents/Guardians - email contacts for your student’s teachers can be found by going to:

then “ ” and then “ ”WHO WE ARE Our Staffchoicescharter.org


